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SPOR IS

Local and national media have
dramatically
shifted
attention
to the San Jose State University
dance team’s suspension, because.
according to a written statement,
the athletic department needed to
"redefine the team’s role."
"We’re not receiving any support from the athletic department,"
said team member Tarah DiNardo.
Joyce Ruba, the captain of the
dance team, said she received notification of the suspension through
word of mouth during the last
week of March and the team members have yet to receive any sort
of formal documentation of then
suspension. along with a reason
for prohibiting their final two performances.
The athletic department notified
media about the suspension in an
April Si statement by Mark Harlan.
the associate director of athletics.
Harlan said in the statement.
"we informed the head coach of
the dance team that the team’s
activities for the remainder of the
year are suspended."
The suspension came a month
after an incident at a March 5 basketball game in which Ray Silva.
an SJSU alumnus, yelled at the
dance team to "get off the court,
you’re trash," and "you guys are
horrible." for what he believed to
have been an offensive routine,
according to statements in the
University Police Department’s
report. Silva later apologized for
his behavior.
Silva, a former SJSU Alumni
Association president. has served
on the board of directors for both
of SJSU’s main fund-raising committees, the Spartan Foundation
see TEAM, page 3
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Jason G
aa , right, a freshman majoring in biology, climbs a tree in front of the Student Union to help hang peace flags as Dominic
Fass, a junior majoring in humanities hands him the flags. Guevara and Fats volunteer at the peace flag table along with other pledges
from Alpha Phi Omega for International Week. The flags will hang at the International Banquet 6 p.m. Thursday in the University Room.

A.S. director held in bookstore petty theft
Mike Nguyen says, ’It was a personal mistake’
By Banks Albach
Daily Staff Writer

to a University Police Department
report.
"It was some really minor
items front the bookstore." said

The

day

Mike

Nguyen.

A
wiated Students director it
legislative affairs, lett his oil let at home was the same day he
was arrested for intest igani
of shoplifting from the Spartan
Bookstore.

p.m. on April 5.
Nguyen was attested on suspi cum of petty theft after leasing
the shop with tour pens. a pack
of index cards, two S. antions
and a wall calendar. ss In5 Ii totaled
before sales tati..kcording
About

2

Sgt. John Laws of campus police.
Laws said the theft ilia magazine
from the Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. Joint Library would result in
the same charge.
Atter ohsen ing Nguyen pick
up the merchandise and walk
out if the to int entrance of the
hot ikstore. loss pre ening) supers isoi Raymond Giusti contacted
campus police. A s icleu captured
Nguyen leas mg the store w ith the

items in question.
"Nguyen passed numerous registers. making no attempt to pas
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rough neighborhood, one in which
crime, dnigs and poverty was insti-
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What could he sundar hetween Yale and San Jose State
Unisersity’ They are, like other
unisersines across the country. in
the throes of an ongoing conflict
between the U.S. military ’s dus
ommation against cadets on the
basis of sexual tint:fa:mon and the

!trim!
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Coach Ken Carter pauses during his motivational speech at the Morris
Dailey Auditorium. Carter emphasized never giving up on one’s goals,
and writing them down as a constant reminder to achieve those goals.

tutionalized According to Carter.
a young black Mall %% a. SO times
more likely to go to tail than to go

needs someone to validate their
success."
Ile said to newt c
on time

to college, and hall ill il I.hildren
didn’t graduate high scluxil
It Is as this CH% 111011111CM that

hut to he early.
"You don’t want your room
male opening the ditto when op
portunity knikks." Carter said

philirso
phy of "fill percent iii suu,cess is
es etv one
sittipls shots mg up
gave birth to Cattet

see CARTER, page 3

lice, Nguyen apologized and said
he would not hase taken the items
had he not forgotten his wallet. He
also said he would do "whatever.’
it takes to pay for the merchan-

dise.
"I has e put my all into this unit ersity and cannot behest: that an
action like this san jeopardint me
losing ii all:. Nguyen said in his
statement.
Nguyen on Tuesday admitted his guilt and said he made a
mistake
"It Is as a personal mistake,"
he said. "People make mistakes
and this Just happens to he my
mistake. -

Academic Senate
ponders ROTC’s fate
Daily Staff Writer

Sparta Guide p. 2

When college students hear the
words "hand, head and heart" on
campus, some may think of one
of two things
"I missed biology again" or -D’oh-not another
alliterating poem to analyze for
English.- Well, fortunately in this
CUSC, they mean neither, thanks to
Coach Carter. Ile gave a motivational lecture on Tuesday in the
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
"Thank you - your check is in
the mail," said Ken Carter after a
warm welcome from NBC I I coanchor TJ Holmes, who had done
stories on Carter in the past.
"lie has always stuck by his
message," Holmes said.
Carter was horn in McComb.
Miss., but moved with his family
to Richmond seeking better opportunities. Ilioweser, he said he soon
discovered that Richmond was a

for the unpaid for merchandise."
Giusti said in the police report.
Nguyen was later
stopped on the third
floor of the Student
Union by Richard
Jakubowski, a loss
of nprevention
cer, who escorted
Nguyen to the loss
prevention office to
till out the necesNGUYIN
sary paperwork.
In the report.
Giusti said Nguyen willingly
complied. Nguyen also uomphed
with the arrest. Celan said in the
report.
In a statement to campus po-

By Vaishali Kirpekar

Discussed living
in Richmond
By Erin Caballero
I >a ily Staff Writer

Crossword p.

Oath) Staff

v ampus nondiscrimination policy
with respect to ROTC campus re. runment.
In January. the Yale lass
School svon its case against
Donald Ruinsfeld, U.S. Secretary
of Defense. to insure the school
still not provide any active as.
sistance to military recruiters.
hy allowing access to its career
des elopment office in scheduling
inters less s or am other publicity.
This !link has put the issue
hack on the SJSU radar, which
has plans. other than a lawsuit. to
address this issue.
"I don’t see us doing what Yale
did, hut what happened in the lrd
Circuit Court there could affect
the 4111 Circuit Court in future
here." said Annette Mellen. :wit
ileum senate chair and professor
of accounting and finance.

Nene’) said that according to
the Soliimon Amendment, if the
unisersity prohibits the ROTC
recruitment on campus, it would
.peopardize some or all parts of

$341 million federal funds.
"SJSU received federal funds
of ¶30 million in 1993 from
sources such as
Ikpartment
of
Iktense.
of
Commerce.
Education. Energy, health and
human set-’. ices, Transportation.
National
Science
Foundation.
Corporation for National Service.
C.S Agency- for International
lkselopment."
said
Mary
Sydney.s luet operating officer for
the &1St hiundation.
Robert Hurt, professor of law
at Yale I ’no ersity. who is the lead

plaintiff in the Rumsfeld lase said
that the Siilinnini Amendment
cannot ix. applied in the state of
Connecticut at the moment because the ruling of the .3rd Circuit
Court las ored Yak. I ’inversity hut
the Department ml Defense will
appeal
I

Col
Ellen
Menke.
Department of Defense spokeswoman at the Office of Secretary

of I klense m Washington, D.C.,
said the department cannot coin -

see ROTC, page 3
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EXPLETIVE DELETED

All share the blame in dance team scandal
If you haven’t noticed, San Jose State University
is getting a lot of press these days, and it isn’t for our
engineering department or our baseball team.
It involves the dance team, an associate athletic director and a 74 -year-old San Jose businessman.
The story is that as the SJSU dance team was performing at a March 5 men’s basketball game. 74 -yearold Ray Silva began to heckle the women on the team,
calling them "trash."
This led to a member of the dance team, 20-yearold Tarah DiNardo, to confront the longtime Spartan
booster about his actions.
Apparently, the confrontation escalated to the point
that senior associate athletic director John Glass, who
was also the acting athletic director before Tom
Bowen was hired in January, stepped in to stop the
argument.
Glass reportedly grabbed DiNardo by the arm
to pull her away, hard enough, she claims, to leave
bruises.
Since the news has come out after DiNardo pressed
charges against Glass, there is a lot of blaming and
finger-pointing going on.
Here’s the thing. They all were in the right. to a
point, then stepped over their bounds.

WORLD OF THE NO

Ray Silva
As someone who thought the dance team’s perforAs a longtime tan and financial supporter of mance was lewd and unprofessional, his actions were
Spartan athletics, Silva had a right to voice his out- more lewd and much more unprofessional.
rage at the dance team’s performance.
He is from the same school of thought my grandfa’Dumb DiNardo
ther is from, where he doesn’t understand what place
As a member of the dance team, she had all the
women have on the playing field, since
right in the world to be upset at a 74-yearit is a man’s domain.
old man calling her "trash."
You can’t get that mad at him. He
Her team didn’t do anything different
is from a different time with different
then countless other cheer squads such as
values.
the Laker Girls and Raiderettes.
Many men have voiced their opinion
They put on a show that night, just as
saying they like how the young women
they had at the football and men’s basketdance in short skirts and small tops.
ball home games.
Who can blame them?
Silva’s actions warranted some reHowever. Silva thought it was inapsponse, and if the team wasn’t going to get
propriate for a Spartan men’s basketball
help from the large number of athletic ofMARK CORNEJO
game, and it’s his right.
ficials at the game, DiNardo had the right
He made his mistake by yelling at
to take matters into her own hands.
the dance team, calling them "trash." He should have
She crossed the line when she chose not to walk
had more dignity than that, and talked one-on-one away after saying her piece. She decided to get into
with people in the athletic department.
an attention -grabbing argument with Silva as people
I’m sure the department would bend over back- were leaving the game.
ward for a longtime booster, since there aren’t that
Some people are saying that she needs to grow up
many of them.
and learn to take criticism. I say the athletic depart -

BRIAN PEREZ

meat should be able to handle their crowds so that a
20-year-old student doesn’t have to be the only one
standing up for her team.
John Glom
Now we come to the scapegoat of the story. The
bad guy. The villain. The man who grabbed a young
woman to pull her out of an argument. The man who
has had charges filed against him for assault.
Glass, as a high-ranking official in the athletic department, had a duty to put a stop to the argument.
I only wonder why he chose to grab the 20-year-old
female student and not the 74 -year-old man.
Not to label him as an abusive man, but he should
not have done what he did. His actions were inexcusable. He shouldn’t go to jail, but I don’t know how
much longer he should he part of the SJSU family.
He should just he lucky this is SJSU, and not
a high-profile program such as the University of
Colorado, the University of Indiana or the University
of Washington.

Mark Cornejo is the Spartan Daily online editor.
"Expletive Deleted" appears every Wednesday.
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Goodbye and good riddance
to Spartan Party’s selfish reign
watifiris Filter (’Orriplaints
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SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon three
working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Kernel flail. room 209. Entries can also he e -mailed to spanandailyw casa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide." Space
restrictions niay tequire editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY
Global Student Network
A study abroad fair will take place from 10 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. at the Paseo de Cesar Chavez. A panel of
students, alumni, staff and faculty will discuss the
benefits of study abroad from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in
the Pacifica room of the Student Union. For more
information. call Inc Williams at 924-5931.
School of Art and Design
An art exhibit featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For
more information. call the gallery office at 924-4330.
Counseling Services
A men’s process group meeting will take place from
11 a.m. to 12:20 p.m. in Counseling Services of the
Student Services Center. For more information, call
924-5910.
Career Center
"Careers in Aging" will take place from noon to
1:3(1 p.111. in the Guadalupe room and in Mosaic of
the Student I ;Mon. For more information, call Stacey
Arnold at 924.6(113.
Catholic Campus Nlinistry
Daily Mass vs ill take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry. chapel. A candlelight
worship will take place from 7 p.m. to 7:45 p.m. in
the Spartan Memorial. "The Bible and You" will take
place 1 o an 7 p.m. It 5 p.m. at the ministry. For more
inft.imation. call Sister Marcia Krause at 935-1610.
College of Engineering
Undergraduate engineering student advising will he
available from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. in room 242 of the
Engineering building. For inure information, call
Evelyn Contreras at 924-3551.

Socrates Cafe at SJSE
A discussion on "Would immortality be good for
me?" will take place from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Market Cafe. All are invited to join in thoughtful
dialogue.
Phi Alpha Theta
A talk will take place from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in
mom 229 of the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint
Library. Robert T. Reed. author of "Lost Black
Sheep: The Search for WWII Ace Chris Magee" will
sell copies of his book.
Philosophy Colloquium
"Trust and Trustworthiness: A Moral Dimension of
Teacher-Student Relationship" will take place at
4:30 p.m. in room 225 of the Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. Joint Library. For more information, call Bo Mou
at 924-4513.
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender and Allies
A meeting will take place from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
in the Costanoim room. For
information, call
Jason at 924-5937.
Asian American Christian Fellowship
A meeting will take place at 6:30 p.m. in the Pacifica
room of the Student Union.
Amateur Radio Club SJSU
A meeting will take place from 6:30 p.m. to 5:30
p.m. in the Guadalupe room of the Student (flion.
A guest speaker will discuss the National Traffic
System. For more information. call Jeff Orr at
153 1 601-7595.
SJSpirit
Candlelight worship will take place at 7 p.m. in
the Spartan Memorial. For more information. call
Chaplain Roger at 605-1657.

Last month, San Jose State University students
voted overwhelmingly to dump the Spartan Party
from office. In the hope that it never rises again. I offer an obituary.
The Spartan Party was born approximately seven
years ago and it was a corrupt institution from start to
finish. Serving as chair of the academic senate. I was
able to witness its dealings firsthand. No matter who
was in charge, the party was usually far more interested in increasing its own power than in serving the
needs of students.
It all started with Leo Davilla, the first Associated
Students president clearly identified with the Spartan
Party. Davilla was angry because A.S. did not control
the Student Union. He embarked on a covert, two-part
strategy to gain control without public debate.
The first part of the strategy was to oust the executive director of the Student Union despite
her solid managerial and financial record.
He tried to accomplish this by using his
appointment powers to stack the Student
Union Board with his supporters. This effort failed because he engaged in reckless
maneuvers that violated university policy
and put the university itself at legal and
financial risk.
The second part of the strategy was to
block any fee increases for the Student
JAMES
Union. The purpose was to starve the
Student Union of funding, so that the
Spartan Party could claim the Student Union was mismanaged and that A.S. would have to take it over.
In the short term, this effort succeeded but at
significant long-term cost to students. Because the
Spartan Party successfully blocked fee increases for
many years. the Student Union was unable to take
care of deferred maintenance. Eventually, some pipes
broke and had to he replaced, costing hundreds of
thousands of dollars more than it would have been
otherwise. Naturally, Student Union fees had to be
increased to pay for the damage.
After two years of Davilla’s shenanigans. SJSU
students rejected the Spartan Party and elected
Maribel Martinez of the Impact Party as A.S. president. Unfortunately, most of the seats on the A.S.
board of directors were filled by the Spartan Party.
For two straight years, the Spartan Party did everything in its power to block Martinet. They refused
In vote on her appointments. They rejected her initiatives. They stripped her of her powers. In the ultimate
sign of pettiness, they approved a "vote of no confi-

&me- while she had less than three weeks remaining
in her term.
Two years of unrelenting bickering took a toll.
Students lost interest in campus governance. In 2003.
the Spartan Party ran unopposed and once again won
the presidency and total control of A.S.
During this entire period. Spartan Party failed
repeatedly to represent the interest of students.
Consider. for example. their record on the academic
senate. The senate is the policy -making body kir this
university. The A.S. president and six members of the
A.S. board of directors are also academic senators,
with full voting rights. ’Hos opportunity for student
input on the most important issues la, mg the university has been almost entirely wasted under the Spartan
Party. Student attendance at senate meetings has been
simply awful. The most dramatic example was when
not a single student senator was present
when the senate voted to leave Division I.
The Spartan Party’s shameful record
continued into 2005. Spartan Party presidential candidate Mike Nguyen demonstrated his total lack of regard for free
speech by filing a complaint against the
Stand Up Party because they dared to
write a letter to the editor that pointed out
the Spartan Party’s tailings
BRENT
Then, in the final days of the campaign. A.S. President Rachel Greathouse
abused her powers to send an unsolicited spam e-mail
to half of the campus community in an effort to fool
the voters. Fortunately, it didn’t yyrt
And now the Spartan Daily reports that Mike
Nguyen, 2005 Spartan Party presidential candidate.
was arrested for petty theft in the Student Union.
What a perfectly symbolic ending for a party that was
built on corruption and sustained itself on lies.
The Spartan Party is a case study of what happens
when public servants get too heady with their own
power and forget why they were elected. They have
sullied the name of "Spartan."
I don’t know whether the Stand Up Party can provide effective leadership for the campus, hut I wish
them great luck. They can’t possibly do worse than
the Spartan Party did.
Rest in peace. Spartan Party. You leave no mourners.
James Brent is an associate professor of
juibtival Wiellee.
Guest columns appear periodiiolls.
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New Greek organization seeks to raise alcohol awareness
By Christine Giarrow
Daily Staff Writer
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Id
Lorry Thomas / Daily Staff
Stamati Horiates, a senior majoring in computer science, writes about
his worst experience with alcohol while Omar Nevarrez, left, a senior
majoring in engineering and business, and Mike Toung, a junior
majoring in sociology, watch during a barbecue sponsored by Greeks
Advocating Mandatory Management of Alcohol. Horiates, who is a
member of GAMMA, said that this is one of the best turnouts he has
seen at a San Jose State University barbecue.

TEAM
continued from page 1
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and the S.P.A.: Foundation.
A %Men shot by the father of
team member caught the con ion between DiNardo and
Is a Itaim, shows John Glass.
ciiiasstlt. late athletics director
internal operations. grabbing
DiNaido’s arm and pointing his
"in her face." according to
the police report.
DiNardo, who said she re ?Mimed
bruised several days
later, tiled battery charges
against r ;lass on March 17, hut
the Sant, Clara County.- district
.fflornec ’s o(lice decided not to
pies.. hal ges
Mi.. said "the situation has
been handled."
Harlan said in the written
statement. "we received unsolicited feedback from our spectator
and alumni base (about the dance
team). Oils re% leW lthIlUded
M.1111 111 incident at a home basketball game on March 5 that
!Mistimed to athletic leadership
that pi Moe. and procedures
iweded to he relined and clearly
.tmuntimfated."
Recent media coverage has
hc,m
cd on the team’s routine. in hiding the dallee mows
and the niusic used. v% his Ii SiR a
he 101111,1 to he Olt:misc.
Ruha said most perlormant:es
%etc willows from the Untied
States Cheerleading Association,
and taught to the team by coaches know Mills and later Michelle
Lalleuan.
" Mese are routines that are
taught to middle stilt xii and high
cheerleadei s and dam Ruba said.
l’he media) are making it
seem like our routine was the
Immediate I at he for the suspension." DiNardo said.
fiNanhi. Ruha and team
membei Jennie Wilson said they
undo stood the SUSIVIISRIII 1%. is
’breach ot conbecause
tEict.- which had occurred when
dance team members had not folommand kir
lowed tlw chain
Complaimiig about StIva’s comments.
Ruha said news of the suspenslim came during the last week
of March. trickling down from
alt e mail from Bill Penrod. who
oy
the dance team and
also .ei yes as the assistant execthIN ith-0001 of the Spartan
1:111111dation, first to l.alierran,
who called team member Julie
Kasik, who then called Ruha.
Ruha said she tried unsuccesslully Ti, get a copy of either
the c unit act Penrod said vy is
notification
breached or of
of the suspension.
’Farah
IhNardli.
Joseph
DiNardio’s lather, said he is frusdeparttrated with the it
ment’s attempt al if is ening attention from tlw incident ins id% mg
Glass grabbing his daughter.
"1111w suspension) Is a diverJoseph IhNardo
sional!, tactic
said " I hese girls are our daughters and sisters Rey should he
respected."

Greeks got fired up. along
with the grills Tuesday in hopes
of publicizing a new organization
on campus at the "Big Phat Greek
Barbecue."
organization.
The
new
Greeks Advocating Mandatory
Management of Alcohol, was restarted this semester at San Jose
State University after the club
dwindled to nothing about 10
years ago. said Dana Hughes.
coordinator of the Prevention
Education Program.
"The PEP Center and Alcohol
and Drug Abuse Prevention
Committee felt like GAMMA
was all important group to start on
campus and this is the event they
decided on to get their name out
there and inform people." Hughes
said.
The event is also a way for
Greeks to get involved in inform-

ing the public of substance abuse.
"We want to get it out there
that the Greek community is actually doing something," said Kacie
Perro, a junior majoring in hospitality management and a member
of the organization.
The event took place at the
Paseo de Cesar Chavez, and featured a barbecue, a bounce house
and alcohol informational materials. The event also provided a
poster on which students could
anonymously write their vvorst experiences with alcohol.
One student wrote on the poster. "I broke my wrist falling out of
my bed after a party and had to he
rushed to the emergency room."
"On most nights, most students
make good decisions.,, but it’s
just a reminder of what can happen," Hughes said.
A game uas provided to provide students cc ith facts on alcohol, though no one was taking
advantage of it.
"We don’t want to promote
’don’t drink We u:int to promote

’if you’re going to drink, stay
healthy,’ " said Kristen Thomer,
a sophomore majoring in interior
design and a member of the organization.
While many students may he
knowledgeable of the effects of
abusing alcohol, some, such as
freshmen, may not be familiar
with the college environment.
Thomer said.
Hughes said that the group’s
purpose is not only to focus on alcohol, hut on general health issues
that Greeks face.
Currently, each of the 15 to 20
members of the organization is affiliated with other Greek organizations, though others are welcome
to join, Thonier said.
-We do things that are particularly relevant for Greeks but
are open to all students." Hughes
said.
The organization has held two
meeting thus far in the semester
and will hold its next meeting on
April 27 to discuss its plans for
the fall.

ROTC - Senate questions ’don’t ask, don’t tell’ policy for gay s, lesbians
continued from page /
ment on the decision.
The Department of Defense
is studying the opinions of the
3rd Circuit court and will consult with the Department of
Justice." she said.
Nellen said the academic
senate has asked the di % ision u if
academic affairs and student stlairs to ensure that the campus
announcement and information
about ROT(’ and military recruiting include an explanation
of the Solomon Amendment
that forces the unicersity to accept the presence ccl such programs though they c nilate the
um%ersity ’s nondiscrimination
and equal opportunity policy.
Such a plan k% mild "help
the unicersity to comply with
its own campus fix ificy ot nondiscrimination.said
Sally
Veregge. senate member and
chair I if the department of biology.. Nellen said that it would
also help to show students that
the 111111ersli!, Late, tor them.
It Col Ric hard
ng ut
the Air Force, who is the commando of Air For,: ROTC.
said that hiimosexual acts are
incompatible %%ith military ser-

reer development (Alice assist,
the program.
"We have in the past participat- military’ policy of discrimination
ed at university -wide recruitment in inter% iewing till 4.-atnpus. the adwith a table or a booth, hut find ministration should take action and
these not to be the best % enue for file a lass suit ill the federal district
recruitment.- Werling said.
court.
Nellen said that in 1997. SJSU
"Career Center, SJSU screens
receised a threatening letter from to alltm only anise employers cc ho
the Department ot Defense that adhere to the campus non-discrimiforced the university 14) allow mil- nation policy and it has nothing to
itary recruiters or else risk federal dtu yy ith the ROTC recruitment."
funds. "We inice always deplored said Margaret Wilkes, career consuch discrimination although we sultant.
Wilkes, who has been at SJSU
are nut anti -ROTC and respect the
sin, e
Edwardsdefense force." Nellen said.
h 9fifi,
Inger
Nellen said Academic. Senate Sagatun, chair of justice studies,
in a recent meeting left SJSU Nellen and Vereggc. all said that so
should plan to call upon the state- tar no student organizations have
wide senate, Chancellor and trust- complained. perhaps owing to reaees take a more prii:ictice step to sons of confidentiality and appleaddress problems created by the
Solon-um Amendment.
Similar arguments were put
forward by litigants in the FAIR
suit, which the Federal Court of
Appeals for the 3rd Circuit has recently endorsed. Vetegge said.
Burt said it a tousersitx’s

CARTER
continued from page 1
He spoke ot access. proper information and enthusiasm, adding
that with education, a person can
never he poor. just broke.
In addition, he ads used writing down one’s goals. performing
community sery ice and listening
to women whenever possible, as
he credited his achievements to
ha% ing se’. en sisters.
At tine point in the lecture,
Carter had everyone Stand up.
raise their hands, put their right
hand over their left hand and turn
around 360 degrees.
when you go home."
"Nth%
he said. "you eau tell people I
met Coach Carter and it made
me raise out of my seat, raise my
hand and turned me around "
Carter warned the audience
about cntics, nay sayers and lazy
people. According to Carter, lazy
people are too busy being lazy.
whereas busy people will hind the
time to help.
"Nes ei mistake !notion for action.- he said.
his criticism extended to those
who are disappointed in the dui clung
corn burst ot Silic on k
the shortage tit cilut:Acd. qualified workers around the country
and around the world.
Two students. both Richmond
minces. praised (’curler lor his
ccc umk ssith the city and its citi’Cuts1I’m

glad a successful person
came from Richmond, and you
put one do.% ii tor us," said San
Jose Slate h’ins ersits student.
"Defining ability and disattil
it’s the way cc g
its is simple
think." Carter said.
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s ice
"Cadets are not asked nor

are they cowed to reveal their
seyual orientation." he said. "If
a Ladet under contract with the
Air Force declares or admits his
or her gay. lesbian orientation.
then he or she is entitled to a
disenrollment investigation."
Veregee said that this current defense policy Is known
as the "the don’t ask. don’t tell"
polic y. that %%as dey eloped during the Clinton Administration
in PS/ 3
Werling said the campus Air
Force ROTC is unaware of :my
one currently or pre% iously iii
the program irons the gay and
lesbian community.
Clifton Peine a member of
the campus student tuganization
Gay. Lesbians. Bisexual and
’Franseender Allies, said some
members want to loin the de
tense (inces but tills problem is
flu it much talked about because
of conlidentiality
Werling said that SJSC students can walk in the aerospace
studies of lice to inquire about

’tension telt by such individuals.
Nellen and Veregge, both agreed
on the need to create informational
Web sites at SJSU like Stanford
and Georgetown University.
Veregge and Burt said this conflict is an emotional challenge. a
conflict between personal ethics
and justice.
-I was proud to take a stand on
behalf of gay and lesbian students.
proud to be a member tit faculty of
Yale Law School because a considerable majority of my colleagues
joined in this lay% suit and I ssas
proud to be an American because
an independent judiciary is Y% illing
to overturn an act of Congress to
protect our constitutional rights.’
Burt said.
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Folk instrument airs bellows in SJ U2 rocks HP Pavilion
By Aimee Threet
Daily Skiff Writer

Accordion
makes
comeback,
musician says

In the first leg of the North
American portion of the 2005
Vertigo World Tour, rock group
1J2 dazzled and fired up a capacity -filled HP Pavilion on
Sunday night.
The night began with the
British group Kings of Leon
as the opening act. The group,

By Vaishali Kirpekar
Daily Staff Writer

III VII 11/

Finnish tango and 10th century
Japanese orchestral music held the
crowd of 130. as Stefan Hussong
played his accordion Sunday at Le
Petit Trianon Concert Hall.
Hussong’s performance sparked
the interest in many about the
European instrument as some

RI VII 11/
audience members stayed back
to feel the squeezebox touch its
buttons and keys. Hussong’s accordion turned the grandeur and
formal setting of this 1923 concert
hall, whit Ii is a pink miniature version of a French chateau, into an
intimate and casual one.
He is a 43-year-old professor of
Accordion and Chamber music at
the Musikhochschule, a conservatory in Wurzberg. Germany, who is
happy running backstage to get his
notation book and show the curious and informative audience.
Hussong’s Japanese orchestral
music called the "Gagaku" began
with sharp notes that were interspersed with gaps of silence, creating a feeling of serene continuity.
Gagaku was founded in the
eighth century and preserved to
the present day with little change.
he said. It reached its height in the
Heim period of 892 to 1092. After
the 12th century, the tradition was
barely continued by the musicians
at the Imperial court and at a few
shrines and temples but was revived after World War II.
He intermingled notes in the
highest chord of G5 and repeated
single notes. With the accordion
resting on his left knee, he positioned his chin to get a grip as
he squeezed and pulled apart the
bellows of the instrument, which
looked like a fan.
Hirt the unmistakable highlight

Photo courtesy olSon Jose Chaniber Alusie Society
Stefan Hussong, a professor of accordion and chamber music at Musikhochschule, a music conservatory in
Wurzberg. Germany, performed Japanese orchestral music called "Gagaku" and Finnish tangos at le Petit
Trianon Concert Hall Sunday.
of his performance was the way he
He told the audience that the
tapped the clusters of ke!, with his instrument is half-keyboard and
right hand, as he ter%ently ’messed half-wind instrument, so even
the infinite silver buttons with works composed for the piano can
the left, while
he used for the
performing
accordion.
the lively and
The
instruplayful Finnish
weighs
ment
tango.
about 7 pounds
It created a
and when it
percussive efbellows it can
fect every time
weigh up to b0.
his deft
lin"I get tired
gers ran over
and my hands
the keys and
hurt." Hussong
tapped
them.
said, who has
As the perforbeen
playing
mance warmed
since age 4.
up. the artist
HUSS011 g
and the instruworks
played
ment
seemed
composcd
to merge into
by
Johann
a single entity. The silver shine Sebastian
Bach,
lkimenico
of the infinite accordion buttons Scarlatti, Igor Stravinsky. Isaac
matched the sweat beads on his Alheniz.
John
Cage.
Sofia
face as he performed.
Gubaidulina, Adriana liolszky and

"It has gone
through this
period of turmoil,
and today, it is in
its renaissance."
Steve Mobia,
accordionist

Jukka Ticnsuu.
Steve Mobia, an amateur accordiimist oh San Francisco. gave
a brief background of accordion
music in the pre -concert talk show.
hosted by cellist Roger Emanuels.
who currently performs with Ballet
Silicon Valley. Symphony Silicon
Valley and the Cabrillo Festi% al
Orchestra.
"The accordion is an instrument
of the 1930s and it is a folk tradition in Russia, Germany. France.
Finland and other European na
tions:’ Mobia said.
"The 19b0s rock ’n’ roll
changed the scene. Bob Dylan
played harmonica and that became
a fashionable instrument to pick
up and learn. Accordion became
outdated - a thing that parents
played. It has gone through this
period of turmoil, and today, it is
in its renaissance. Young people
are likely to team it like the pui
tar,- he said.

which formed in early 2003
and is composed of the three
Followill brothers, Nathan,
Caleb and Jared with their
cousin, Matthew Followill.
Kings of Leon looks to be
a promising group that will
mature with the coming years.
but sadly the sound system
was petering out and every
other song couldn’t be heard.
The songs that could be heard.
such as "Molly’s Chambers."
the group’s more better-known
song, were done well and engaged the crowd.
Just after Kings of Leon
finished their set, the crowd
started pouring in. It was obvious that the audience was there
only to hear U2.
U2 came out just before 9
p.m. and started with "Love
Peace or Else" from the new
"How to Dismantle An Atomic
Bomb" album, and brought the
packed and roaring pavilion
crowd to its feet.
In a departure from the heart shaped stage of the Elevation
tour. U2 chose to go with an
oval stage set slightly off from
one end of the floor. This added
to the performance, because
every person in the crowd got
a chance to see a dancing Bono
strut his stuff while circling the
stage.
Without taking a breath. U2
launched into the title track of
their new album and had the
stage light up to mimic their
music video, and the crowd
chanted along. Bono laughed
and held out his microphone
to encourage the audience to
chant and sing even louder. One
of the best parts of the show

Planetarium opera to show in concert hall
By Shannon Barry
Daily Staff Writer

A "tour de force" of electronic
music accompanied by 3-D special
effects on a flat screen will im-

pm kill It

rnerse the audience in the Music
building t oncert Hall tonight.
James Dashow. composer of
"Archimedes, a Planetarium opera." will present his concert at
7:30 p.m. Admission is $15 for
the general audience and $10 for
seniors and students.
"As a member of the university community, my greatest reward is to see art and knowledge
being shared among students,
faculty, staff and the community
at large," said Pablo Furman. a
music and dance professor and
host of thc opera.
The idea for the opera dates
from the early ’90s. Dashow
said, hut the search for funding is
an ongoing process.
"The story is derived from
what little we know about the
life of (Archimedes) -- the great
mathematician," Dashow said.
"The ’facts’ of his life create a
theater work that begins with
a planetarium spectacle and
evolves from opera buffa to opera tragica during the course of
work."
Furman said they will use a
large flat screen and six channel
audio system since the Music
building doesn’t have a planetarium.
"Archimedes’ is an opera
designed for performance in

Shirts - Hats - Mugs - Buttons
Custom Imprints
2

a planetarium taking advantage
of the new computer-controlled
video technology that is becoming standard in most installations,"
Dashow said. The multichannel
music that creates the audio sense
of space and depth is composed
to go along with three -dimension depth video that surrounds
the audience as much as does the
sound."
to
wwwsky According
skan.com, the site (il one of the
principle manufacturers of these

advanced planetarium sy
"Sky-Skan manufactures digital
planetarium instruments, full dome
video playback systems. special
effects, audio systems, and innovative computer controls -- automating theaters worldwide."
Since the concert’s origination,
five people have been involved in
the graphics alone, with locations
ranging from New Hampshire to
Washington to Italy. Theodore
Weiss and Cary Plotkin have also
helped Dashow line -tune the text

of his dramatic musical work or
libretto.
"We take the technology of
the day for granted - from the
development of the wheel to
personal computers and V Iden
phones,- Furman said. -Perhaps
by taking a look at it we may
discover new paradigms of creativity."
For those interested in learning more. Dashow will give a
lecture at 12:30 p.m. in the Music
building, room 21(1.

was The Edge’s guitar playing,
especially in "City of Blinding
Lights" and "Vertigo."
After "Vertigo" was finished,
the band took a short breather
and Bono greeted the crowd in
Spanish. He talked about a few
of his experiences in the past
while visiting the Bay Area. A
bit later in the show. Bono also
talked about meeting the late
Pope John Paul II and exchanging a pair of his sunglasses and
a rosary with the pope. Bono
also praised the pope for the
work he had done for charities
and other organizations around
the world.
After that, the band took off
and performed a wide variety of
songs from their older albums,
including crowd favorites such
"Elevation," "Beautiful
as
Day," and "New Year’s Day"
and during the whole time kept
encouraging the crowd to join
in. Also during several of their
songs, lighted curtains came
down and served as a screen
for pictures and other moving
images that went along with
the songs.
U2 easily showed why they
are one of the world’s most famous and favored bands. Not
one of their songs was had and
there was never a dull moment
the entire show.
In the latter third of the show,
Bono began to talk about his
respect for the late Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. and his legacy,
and sang "Pride in the Name
of Love." The crowd got even
louder when it sang along.
Just
before
beginning
"Where the Streets Have Ni,
Name", the lighted curtains
came down again and displayed
flags from nearly every country
in the world. It added a wonderful touch to an already moving
song.
U2 was stinting until the end
of the show which they sang
"Yahweh" and "441." and they
went above and beyond the
expectations of any U2 fan
there and left the crowd wanting more.
U2 will return to the United
States in the fall for the remainder of the Vertigo tour.
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City Sport
Physical Therapy
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lhe Foundation Jiff the 1)elense

1)entoiraries presents:

iPr omoting Democracy, Defeating Terrorismi
The Foundation for the Defense of Democracies is seeking qualified
undergraduates to participate in the FDD Undergraduate Fellowship to learn how
best to promote democratic values and institutions and defend against terrorism.
The year-long fellowship begins with a two-week course of study (July 30-Aug 14)
at the Jaffee Center for Strategic Studies in Tel Aviv, Israel. An additional seminar
takes place in Washington, D C over winter break
The course of study in Tel Aviv features lectures from experts on terrorism and
democracy from Israel, Jordan, India, Turkey and the United States.
It also features visits to military bases, border zones and other security installations
to learn the practical side of deterring terrorist attacks The winter seminar features
lectures and field trips that highlight America’s challenges in the war on terrorism.
All expenses are paid by FDD. Interested students can apply at
hft)/www.defenddemocracy.org/programs/program,, him
FDD is a non-profit, non-partisan policy institute that promotes informed debate
about policies and positions that most effectively promote democratic values and
institutions and abolish international terrorism

*Physical Therapist and Certified Athletic. haulm
*Certified Strength & Conditioning Specialist

Services Offered:
Orthopedic/Sports/Work Injury
Pre/Post Surgery Rehabilitation
FREE INJURY EVALUATION
San Jose Athletic Club
Downtown San Jose
19N 3rd St San Jose. CA 95112
Tel: (408) 284-8881 Also, visit on the web 4* wyAv.citysportpt corn

MANPOINER
T-; t Al I 11‘4( !.I I IVIr
185 Park Avenue, Suite 191, SJ
408 998 4444 manpowerst corn
Need extra $$$? Give us a call
Welre looking for good workers,
even if you only want to work
part time, certain days. etc
Manpower Staffing has been providing temporary workers to Bay Area
companies for over 50 years’ We offer vaned work schedule’s in short
and long, term. temporary-to.regular. part time and full time assignments
in administrative, industrial, hi -tech, financial, IS/IT, bio tech. health care
and professional positions You pay no fees for any work we find for you,
Benefit, to our temporary employees
Competitive pay
I Medical and dental
Referial bonuses
Paid holidays
I 40100 plan
Free online training
I Paid vacations
Direct deposit
I No placement fees
-
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Author to speak about World War II
pilot from ’Black Sheep Squadron’
By Aimee Threet
Dully Stuff Writer

The majority of students at San
Jose State University has likely
never heard of the Black Sheep
Squadron, a unit that served in the
South Pacific during World War
or Chris Magee. who was a member of that unit.
Students will have a chance
to learn about the World War 11
tighter pilot and the unit, which
inspired at television series and a
few books, in a lecture by Robert
Reed. The lecture is sponsored
by the SJSU chapter of Phi Alpha
Theta, the honor society for history.
majors.
History major Joe Holt said he
is going to attend Reed’s lecture
for a few reasons.
"I’m looking forward to his
talk because I know he’s become
so involved with the Black Sheep
Squadron members over the last
few years," Holt said. "In an odd
way he’s become part of their family. I’m curious as to his insights."
Reed is the author of "Lost
Black Sheep: The Search fir
WWII Ace Chris Magee." Reed
is also an alumnus of the school

of journalism and mass communications. from there he graduated
from in 1967. He later went on to
serve as a Navy journalist and was
aboard the vessel that retrieved the
’Apollo astronauts upon landing in

"His
achievements
should be
recognized and
celebrated."
Jenny Olszewski,
student
19(19.
Reed said he was originally
drawn to the story after reading an
earlier book about the Black Sheep
Squadron that told a detailed account of what had happened to
every pilot in the unit except one
Chris Magee. Reed, who is
distantly related to Magee. went
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FDA advisers reject request to lift

ban on silicone breast implants

on a mission to find out what had
become, of what he describes as,
the elusive tighter pilot. At one
time, Magee was America’s most
famous fighter pilot in his opinion.
hut he was not heard from for more
than 20 years. Reed said it took
him a few years to do the research
and write the first draft. Die book
was published in 2001 by Hel!gate
Press.
Phi Alpha Theta President
Jenny Olszewski said she wanted
students to hear Reed because of
the great book he’s written, but
also because he’s a successful
alumnus.
should
achievements
-His
be recognized and celebrated,"
Olszewski said.
History
professor
Stanley
Underdal said that more people are
becoming interested in both military and World War II history, and
Reed is able to share the stories of
World War II veterans.
"He’s a specialist in the Black
Sheep Squadron." said Underdal.
Reed’s lecture will take place
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in room 229A
of the Dr. Martin Luther Jr. Joint
Library. Copies of Reed’s book will
be available for purchase. A short
reception will follow in room 135
of Dudley Moorhead Hall.

WASHINGTON
(AP)
Thirteen years after most
silicone-gel breast implants were
banned, federal health advisers
on Tuesday narrowly rejected a
manufacturer’s request to bring
them back to the U.S. market,
citing lingering questions about
safety and durability.
!named Corp. had argued that
today’s silicone implants are
less likely to break and leak than
versions sold years ago. But the
Food and Drug Administration
was skeptical, and its advisers
voted 5-4 that the company hasn’t
provided enough evidence about
how long the implants will last
and what happens when they
break and ooze silicone into the
breast, or beyond.
Without that information,
"How can we get an informed
consent from our patients?"
asked FDA adviser Dr. Amy
Newburger. a Ness York dermatologist. "It makes me very uneasy. ... I don’t feel secure about
the safety."
The FDA isn’t hound by its advisers’ recommendations - mid
the panel’s %ore vs as a surprise
This same panel. vs ith a ten (hi ferent members, had narrow, Is
recommended allowing [named "s

implants back on the market just 18
months ago, a decision the FDA
rejected because of the durability
concerns.
"Obviously we’re disappointed." said [named Vice President
Dan Cohen. who pledged to work
with the FDA to get the necessary
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EMPLOYMENT
EDUCATION/RECREATION/
CHILDCARE
kFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM
TEACHERS WANTED: Must
rave experience working with
:hildren A have a minimum
if 12 Units in child developnent related classes Flexible
tours a plus Call Small World
cheats...408-283-9200 eat 21
10 Fax Res to ane 283-9201
THEATER, MANNERS 11
.11P HOP INSTRUCTORS for
.:hildren Theater & Manners
raining provided 1-7 hours
mr week Must have car Earn
125 per class Must have exp
sorking with children. Theater
run, Call Carol at 408-6293721 Fax 408-225-8343 or
;arolromorretheaterfun corn
:AMP COUNSELORS needed
)6/05-08/19 tor Residential
IUMMER Camping Program
or children & adults with Os
tbilities Challenging’ Rewarding.
alI Tamishai.408-243-7861
ir Visit %VIVI viaservices org
-OS GATOS SWIM AND
IACQUET CLUB is currently
iccepting applications for posi
ions in the following departnents Front Desk. Fitness
staff. Summer Camp Leaders,
3hildcare 8 Age -Group Swim
:oaches Applicants are to be
xitgoing able to multi -task
3ood customer service is a
Xus PT AM/PM shifts avail gale More info call 14081
356-2136 or fax resume to
408) 358-2593

DAYCARE TEACHERS: K -8th
school seeks responsible mdivicivais for extended daycare.
in the afternoon No ECE
units required Previous experience with children preferred
Call 244-1968 X16

fv-r

INSTRUCTORS For FITNESS
A EDUCATIONAL CLASSES:
Great Opportunity Great Pay
& Flexible Hours Call 408 9714760 or visit campcarter net
RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT. Positions Open
Now For Leaders, Afterschool
Elern Sch Age Child Care
Recreation/Enrichment
Programs. P/T, M -F 2-6 15pm
Pay Range $7 83411.32/hour
starting depending on exp No
ECE units req Call Kathy
408-354-8700X245

ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
Infant. Toddler 8 Preschool
Teachers 8 Aides. Substitute
positions, some with flexible
schedules, are also available ECE units are required
for teacher positions but
not req. for Aide positions.
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors. Call
244Cathy tor an interview
19685te or lax res. to 248-7433

FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS
Activities Lessons. Learning tor girl
participants Work with other community orgs Set-up & deliver pro.
grams at assigned locations 5-10
hrs/wk $10 00/hr HS diploma
or equiv wrsome experience.
Understand girl/gender issues
First Aid/CPR Cert. (have
or can obtain). Basic math
Minimum 21 yrs old to operate
company vehicles. Bilingual is
a plus. Avail Immediately. Send
cover letter 8 res. to HR, Girl
Scouts of Santa Clara Co..
1310 S. Bascom Ave San Jose
CA 95128. FAX 4011287-8025
Enid hr@girlscoutsofscc.org
No phone calls. please AkTOE

SWIM TEACHERS-Year
round program, indoor pool
Experience with children a
must Teaching experience not
required AM/PM/WE shills
available Email resume to
sdavis4avac us

NANNY: PT (M-TH 14 HRS)
We need a PT Nanny for two
school age children. Monday.
Tuesday 8 Wednesday 2 00
to 500 pm Thursdays 12.30
to 5:00 pm Possible FT for
Summer 8 Vacation help in NY
SO. VALLEY FAMILY YMCA is in July We live at the Silver
hiring exp Summer Camp Staff Creek Valley Country Club.
Start date end of ApnVearly
8 Teen Program Slaff Camp
staff supervise 8 work w/youth May Salary Range $10.00$12
00/hr Dep on ExpiRefs.
in an outdoor setting through
organized activities F/T 10 Wks Denise 408 472-2345 cell
June -Aug Teen Program Staff
lead/teach physical activities
inc games, dance classes,
sports, yoga, wrkou1 in gym,
GENERAL
etc Flexible P/T hrs MF 4-8.
may Inc wkends Prefer email
TELLER POSITION FT
shjacksomascvymca org Apply Western Union location Santa
VAVW scvy mc a or g or call
Clara Bilingual (English,’
14081 226-9622
Spanish) $9 00/hr 988-4512

EMPLOYMENT

STUDENTPAINTERS.NET
HIRING Painters for Summer
NOW! Some Marketing work in
Spring $8-10 1831) 229-2965
SMALL MOM & POP ARTS
CRAFT CO. needs gene -al
help Some retail sales, some
heavy lifting, some creative
work. Will train, no asp nec.
Close to SJSU. FT/PT/Flex.
Call Ed 408-984-4020
DESKTOP PUBLISHING
DESIGNER Start-up Publishing
House needs reliable designer
Knowledge of Adobe PageMaker
a must Email your res to
port-folio4pacbell net

WAITRESSES 8 DANCERS
No exp nec Will train Must be
21. Great S. PT. Flex Hrs Call
408-292-3445 after 2.00pm
LEE’S SANDWICHES now hirtog! All positions available 260

E Santa Clara St. @ Sixth St
Next to New Civic Center/City

Hall Call 408-687-1015 or visit
www leesandwiches corn
STUDIO 8 NIGHTCLUB Now
hiring Security, Cocktailers.
Barbacks Cashiers 6 Promotions
40e-279-4444 8 So First St
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company needs
enthusiastic 8 energetic individuals to work at nearby malls
private eventS /1 Country clubs
FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
ENV. Lots of fun Si earn good
money. Call 408-867-7275
STUDENTPAINTERS.NET
NOW Hiring! House Painters
Wanted No exp nec Training
provided Spring PT Summer
FT $8 50-$11 00/hr Email
studentpainters406.a:yani... con.
or Call /408) 476-8488

NANNY/ASSISTANT
PT Santa Cruz Mts area
2 kids/11 A 17 408 892-4407
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DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party Rental Business
Perfect for Students.
Earn $250 Every Weekend’
Must have reliable truck or
van Heavy lifting is required
408-292-7876

PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper or dissertation
Experienced Efficient Exact
Familiar with APA & Chicago
Styles ESL is a specialty
Grace Col 831-252-1108 or
Evagrace,Oaol corn or visit
www gracenotesediting corn
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TIRED OF SHARING
A BATHROOM??
Come see our huge
2 bedroom 2 full bath
over 1000 sq toot apartment
Walking distance to SJSU
Newly remodeled
Laundry facilities
Parking
Security Gate
Easy Access to Bay
Area freeways
Substantially larger than
others, $1195 00/mo
408-947-0803

MOVE IN SPECIAL!
Greentree Arils at
Tully 8 Mclaughin
Rents start from $875
Newer Large Units.
Park like grounds Patio
Gated Parking. WAD
Close to Library. Shopping
HY101,280
995 Tully Rd 294-6200

SOUNDS UNIQUE: Before
you purchase any new or
used HIFI Electronics check
with us for great deals on
-PART-TIME OPENINGS
HOUSEK
name
brand gear We carry
.HIGH-STARTING PAY
ROOM FOR RENT- 3B0/2BA
over 100 brands of quality
’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
home in quiet. safe SJ area
products including tube 8 solid
7 mi from SJSU 1 blk to Lt rib
state. loudspeakers. 0,1 sound
’Customer sales/service
S425/M0 util inc 265-6381
8
classic
used
equipment
"All majors may apply
Sounds Unique buys, sells,
’Internships possible
LIVE 1 BLOCK FROM SJSU
’Scholarships awarded annually trades, consigns 8 services
Lge 2B/1 5Ba on 9th S1095/M0 EVRGRN TWNHS WiPOOL
most quality equipment Trade Newly remodeled 408 309-9554 2 rms $400 ea 04 uhis Mr
"Some conditions apply
in your old electronics for new
’No experience necessary
College & Frwys &TA Pref ’d
We rebuild your old loudspeak’Training provided
408-223-1840 or 892-1866
ers for new sound Special
pricing for SJSU students &
CALL 615-1500 9am - 5pm
www workforstudents.com/sisu faculty Check our website
wyniv soundsunique corn or call
408-287-3002
SPRING STUDENT WORK!
$1450 to START
Certified Training Provided
Suits All Malors
SPERM DONORS NEEDED
ACROSS
Great Resume Exp
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
The Palo Alto CA branch of
Brick oven
Flex. Around Schedule
5 On the up and up
the California Cryobank is
IMMEDIATE Openings
to
Hit
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men
of
all
ethmaties
seeking
Call. 408-436-9336
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17 Monsieur in Bono
you can earn up to $900/mo,
18 Goole stopper
SAG E
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COLLEGE WORKS PAINTING receive a tree comprehensive
19 Russian name
R I PEN
OUT
Looking for Motivated Students health screening & help infertile 20 Close
i ,Fi E N
R OSE 1 I,E S
22 Glasses
to Paint houses in SJ Area this couples For more information
TARS 0U,0 1
0 U,C H
24 Excuse me’
Summer No Exp Nec Will
Or to apply online please visit
A 0,0 E 0,11 C T
0,P ERA
26 NBA s - Monroe
Train Call 408 3t0-0936
www cryobankdonors corn
A 1 L
0,P.O.S
27 Fop surnmd
30 Notched tangs
A. T ,I i i A
HAZY
GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS! PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
34 Relief
S FiaL
L ,OVV,F I T
0 R D
Earn 515-5125 & more/survey Call BIRTHRIGHT 408-241-8444
35 Familiar saying
AREA
E.S,P,N N E WE R
Free,Contidental
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38
Fish
basket
www moneyfor surveys corn
ITEM
ROAR
1154
39 Pram rnaker
RATS
spny
KNEW
40 Commence
42 Urban transport
1 am
..m.,Lowtoul (*.to. St,n,
43 Realty unite
46 Type of headache
4 Thin
36 Moo goo - pen
WAKE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
37 A Moppet
48 Bauxite or galena
5 Pond floaters
includes cosmetic) 969 00,year
41 Light bulb
49 Like folk art dolls
(2 ads
Save 30. 60". For info call
faamera
Sr temple supply
6 Epoch
CHARMING NAGLEE PARK
7 The very
53 Foes prey
04 Honest
1-800-655-3225 or
COTTAGE! Large Furnished
55 MR Hocples ward
45 Madonna e.
essence
www studentdental corn or
Studio $900 inc uta No smoke/
47 Dermal
8 Hot topic
56 Most powerful
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Si, Showei
vets Call semi! 400 99641,001005
9 Mario
60 Seemed pleased
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10 Less windy
64 UM tar
11 Being in
52 !skied inventor
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54 WOW/
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weariness
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56 Slakes
70 Cornelia
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71 Type ol nate
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72 Mild protest
25 Disagreements 61 Oral
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62 Dickerson
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29 Ilist smells
words
31 Spy mission
I Actress
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ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
EARN INCOME a GAIN EXPERIENCE
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408-924-3277

408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com
FAX:

CLASSIFIEDS
OLOOMOUR
Register FREE
for lobs near
Campus or Home
student -sitters coin

ednesday April 14th 4-’em
I ruLi) April 15th 12-6pm

aftee.com to ioon or

PHN:

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper

additional evidence as soon as possible.
That doesn’t mean the implants
can never be sold, the advisers
stressed. No one expects them to last
a lifetime, but women need evidence
about how likely they are to last 10
years, several panelists stressed.

",_;Rerital housing
jAnnOUnCernentS :Shared hoieanu
:Real Estate
OCampus Clubs
OGreek Messages :Services
:Health/Beauty
DEvents
usports/ Thrills
OVolunteers
,_,Lost and touild

ZIP

Phone
Send (heck or money order to (Sorry, no credit cards to

!porton Daily Oassillads, San low State Unlvws4ty
San lams, CaiNernia 95192-0145
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Rrn 209
Deadline 10 00 a.m two weekdays before Publicatkin
All ads are prepaid No refunds On cancelled checks
Rates for consecutive publication dates only.

Questions? CALL 406.921.3277
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:Entertainment
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Spartans incorporate NFL-borrowed offense into repertoire
By Kenneth Seli
Daily Senior Staff Writer

Before the sun peaked from the wall of
clouds Tuesday. the Spartan football team
polished its game plan during a morning practice.
The San Jose State University football
learn, flanked by onlooking visitors from a lo-

FOOTBALL
Team is utilizing an offense that takes
advantage of quick wide receivers
Spring Game
tap p.m. Saturday at Spartan stadium
cal high school, trampled the morning dew for
their fast -paced workout.
As depth charts for next season are tilled
out, offensive lineman John Booker said he
as well as many other on the team were
asked by head coach Dick Tomey to take more
responsibility for the team.
"Because I have a lot of playing experience.
Coach expects me to be a leader." Booker said.
"I kind of stepped up in the leader position. so
other people can follow my example."
Spartan tight end Kyle Cancimilli said the
funs will be treated to closer team unity when
the team comes together for the Spring Game.
"Our team this year has a lot more pride,"
Cancimilli said. "We’re a lot closer as a team
we all believe in one another, which is real
good because it hasn’t been around here since
I’ve been here."
Borrowed from the NFL

Brian Connelly / Daily Staff
Spartan wide receiver Terrence Grant falls to the ground after catching
a pass during spring practice Saturday. The Spartans are preparing
for the annual spring football game at 1:30 p.m. Saturday at Spartan
Stadium.

Among one of the many changes Timmy
has instituted into the Spartan gameday regimen is a restructured offense.
Cancimilli said Tomey is bringing the West
Coast offensive scheme to implement in the
SJSU game plan.
"We got a good offense this year we’re ac -

Dodgers rally for four runs in the ninth inning
of home opener to beat Giants 9-8
LOS ANGELES I
Milton
was right where he wanted
to ix.
at the plate with the bases
loaded and two outs in the ninth inning of a ch,w game.
So was San Francisco closer
Armando Benitez. signed during
the offseason for just these kinds
of situations.
Bradley ’s two-run single off
Benitez tied the game. left fielder
Jason Ellison’s error on the play
allowed the winning run to score,
and the Dodgers heat the Giants 9Tuesday in their home opener.
"If I could go up there every
time in a pressure situation. I
might hit .400," the switch -hitting
Bradley said. ’I want to he in that
situation.
The Giants led ff-5 entering the
ninth, and Benitez (0-I) retired
leadoff batter Jason Phillips on a
grounder to short to start the inning. But pinch -hitter Ricky Ledee
doubled and took third on Cesar
Izturis’
Jose
After
pinch -hitter
Valentin popped to first. J.D.
Drew walked to load the bases.
Jett Kent drew laugher walk
to force in a run, making it 1.1-6.
Ii ’Iii
by lining a
and It
2-2 podi to left. The hall got past
Ellison and rolled to the wall. allow mg Kent to score front first.
"I wanted to take a strike, and
knew that Benitez wouldn’t let
me pull the hall," Bradley said. "I
was hioking on the outer half of
I he plate."
Ellison retrieved the ball after
Kent had scored, and spiked it in
anger on the wanting track. The
Dodgers mobbed Bradley on the
infield.
The error was the Giants’
fourth of the game.
"What we’ve got here is a
team that’s going to play nine
innings," Kent said. "You don’t
see many halls like that go by an
outfielder."
The win was reminiscent of the
1)1 slgers di % isir n clinching rally
from a 4-0 delii it on the second to -last day of the season against
one of the
the Giants last year

factors that led San Francisco to
pursue a power’ closer like Benitez
in the offseason
"He’s at his hest between 93
and 95 Imphi." Giants manager
Felipe Alou said. "I sass him at 91.
92 and one at 94. Ile didn’t have
much command and he got behind
almost every hitter. He’ll be hack
in there tomorrow."
Benitez was disappointed in
himself.
"Today was not my day." he
said. "This isn’t the first time
I’ve had a blown save. Nobody’s
perfect - tomorrow’s a new
day. My location was a little bit
wild."
Benitez had 47 saws for
Florida last season and sas is in
his first two appearances sy ith the
Giants.
Ellison, who entered the game
in the eighth. said he was trying
to make a play at the plate on the
tying run.

tually running a real offense now," Cancimilli
said. "We got an NrI. offense --we’re going
to be throwing the ball, we’re going to be running the hall. We’re going to be strong in both
areas."
Three -time Super Bowl winning coach and
SJSU alum Bill Walsh established the West
Coast offense for the San Francisco 49ers en
route to four NFL championships for the team
during the ’8(ts.
The receivers, who match each other to
confuse defenses, are able to overwhelm defenders, Booker said.
"It utilizes our receivers because we have
a lot of speed at the (wide receiver position),"
Bookers said. "Now we can utilize all our talent."
Cancimilli said the system will allow for
the offense to make a quick switch from an
aerial to a ground attack and vise versa.
"If we’re not throwing it. we’ll he running
up the middle." Cancimilli said.
Last season’s offensive scheme. (’ancimilli
said, was less complicated hut also less effective the current system they are working on.
"Compared to last year’s plays. (which
was) more going 14,1 the long bomb or going
for the touchdown eery time," Cancimilli
said. "Now. we re nietii.ills reading defenses
and running plays."
Cancimilli said the new sy stem allows for
multiple variable of lenses that range from
two-back sets to using Ilse a ide recetsers to
spread the field.
Spartan fullback James F. Calliei said that
the ’Forney ’s new change,. could not become
effectise unless all the players build themselves to the sy stem.
"I Can Sas one thing about Coach (Forney I.
he likes physical (play
Calher said. "Ile
likes tough guy s. At the same time its a 111C11
tal thing. If its not mental. then the toughness
part don’t mean nothing. It you iii he mental
and tough. then Coach (limit’s ; loses you."
Booker said that he hopes the Spartan aithful become true belies ers in the team alter the
Spring Game.
"Coming into the Spring Game I want to he
able to show the fans that 551.711: for real MISS:.
Booker said. "Coach ’hurley got CS1.1% one

C."44401
utletarcisturts.

51:7114

Monday saw the debut of "Playing for
Time" which is a film by SJSU documentarian
and sociology professor Bob Gilner about the
Spartan football team from 200244.
Broadcast off local public television station
KTEIL the film depicts the team under Hill’s
coaching staff.
The film centered around the lives of SJSU
cornerback Trestin George, tailback Lamar
Ferguson and then -Spartan wide receiver
Kendrick Starling, who now plays for the
Houston Texans.
Booker said Gaiter was able to capture the
unique trials university athletes have as students.
The mo% le also showed how 11111’s resignation affected George, Ferguson and Starling,
who were let:rioted hy Hill personally to come
to SJSC.
"1 felt that it was good," Booker said. "It
show s how play CrS WI through adversities as
athletes."
Among one ot the ’,wide.. Booker said he
was tons lied by the
win of Ferguson, who
talked of his rough youth m Inglewood and
utiles halant ing loothall and school his
k
Its the end of the lilm. Ferguson was disillusioned ss ith In hall and attempted to delve
more inti, his studies.
said Ferguson made his way hack
into belies mg in the SJSI! football program
into a role of leadership on the team.
"Ile w as thinking about dropping out hut
he come bask
he’s going to be a key player
this seal.- Hooke! said. "I lust think it shows
a lot of hard \yolk and determination in our
program."
Inters leWs featuring opponents of the
Spanan football migiain, including associate
pottical
pittieS,01 James Brent and
supporters itt the priigram. iii rid tug former
SJSU ntbu lit is hreL tor Chuck Bell. were situated ;iround the ’.tois Imes.

$2 Well Drinks
$3 Select Drafts
$3 Smirnoff Flavors

College
Night

MO ea fw 25 .Apik Pseii
t

Well doeuniented

Mision Ale House

"The ball just took a kick on
me." he said. "I still have to get
the glove on it. I’m going to come
hack and battle, do what I need to
do, come hack strong."
Said Alou: "We had him playing shallow. He missed it. Ellie is
here to be a defensive guy. He’s a
very good defender. He’ll be OK.
He was trying to make a play at
the plate. he was trying to do
what was right. I’ll take that over
laying back."

WIsroM

working hard they every worked before. I just
want to show everybody we’re together now.
It’s a project in work hut its in progress."

616-7700

CENTURY
GRAPHICS
.ntnerroallSt
,A94086

SI Well Drinks From 8-11
Miller Specials All Night

off with Student ID
Downtown Location
173 W. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, CA 95113

COLIVII" & JOIINNIV

1 MINK SPEC I A LiS
4- ( 1,0f4iC

www.britanniaarms.com

Entertainment:
Monday: Poetry Slam
Tuesday: Poker Night
Wednesday: Live Music
Thursday: Country Western
Friday: Live Music
Saturday: Live DJ
Sunday: Karaoke

"BLACK JACK"
DRINK
SPECIALS

97 E. Santa Clara St.

San Jose, CA

408-292-4058

